Lifestyle behaviors changes during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine among 6,881 Brazilian adults with depression and 35,143 without depression

Mudanças de comportamentos saudáveis durante a quarentena por conta da pandemia do COVID-19 entre 6.881 adultos brasileiros com depressão e 35.143 sem depressão

Abstract  Our aim was to analyze the association between previously diagnosed lifetime depression and changes in physical activity (PA), TV-viewing, consumption of fruits and vegetables as well as frequency of ultra-processed food (UPF) consumption. Data of 41,923 Brazilian adults (6,881 with depression and 35,042 without depression) were used. Participants reported PA (≥150 min/week), TV-viewing (≥4 h/day), frequency of eating fruits or vegetables (≤4 days/week) and UPF (≥5 days/week). For incidence indicators, we only considered participants without the risk behavior before the quarantine. People without and with depression presented, respectively, incidence of physical inactivity [70.1% (95%CI: 67.4-72.8) vs 76.3 (70.3-81.5)], high TV-viewing [31.2 (29.6-32.8) vs 33.9 (30.5-37.4)], low frequency of fruit or vegetable consumption [28.3 (25.8-31.0) vs 31.5 (26.1-37.5)] and elevated frequency of UPF consumption [9.7 (8.9-10.7) vs 15.2 (13.0-17.7)]. Participants with depression were more likely to present elevated frequency of UPF consumption incidence [OR:1.49 (95%CI:1.21-1.83)]. Thus, participants with previous diagnosis of depression were at risk for incidence of unhealthy diet behaviors.
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Resumo  Nosso objetivo foi analisar a associação entre depressão previamente diagnosticada e alterações na atividade física (AF), tempo assistindo TV, consumo de frutas e vegetais, bem como na frequência do consumo de alimentos ultraprocessados (AUP). Foram utilizados dados de 41.923 adultos brasileiros (6,881 com depressão e 35,042 sem depressão) de uma pesquisa de comportamentos em âmbito nacional. Os participantes relataram a prática de AF (≥150 min/semana), tempo de TV (≥4 h/dia), frequência de consumo de frutas ou vegetais (≤4 dias/semana) e AUP (≥5 dias/semana). Para indicadores de incidência, consideramos apenas participantes sem o comportamento de risco antes da quarentena. Pessoas sem e com depressão apresentaram, respectivamente, incidência de inatividade física [70.1% (IC95%: 67.4-72.8) vs 76.3 (70.3-81.5)], tempo de TV (≥4 h/dia), frequência de consumo de frutas ou vegetais (≤4 dias/semana) e AUP (≥5 dias/semana). Para indicadores de incidência, consideramos apenas participantes sem o comportamento de risco antes da quarentena. Pessoas sem e com depressão apresentaram, respectivamente, incidência de inatividade física [70.1% (IC95%: 67.4-72.8) vs 76.3 (70.3-81.5)], elevado tempo assistindo TV [31.2 (29.6-32.8) vs 33.9 (30.5-37.4)], baixa frequência de consumo de frutas ou vegetais [28.3 (25.8-31.0) vs 31.5 (26.1-37.5)] e frequência elevada de AUP [9.7 (8.9-10.7) vs 15.2 (13.0-17.7)]. Pessoas com diagnóstico prévio de depressão apresentaram maior probabilidade de incidência de elevado consumo de AUP [OR:1.49 (IC95%:1.21-1.83)]. Portanto, participantes com diagnóstico prévio de depressão apresentam maior risco de incidência de comportamentos alimentares não saudáveis.
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Introduction

Considering the fast spread of new coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemics, social distancing measures as quarantines are recommended to reduce the infection rates. The Brazilian ministry of health has been recommending social distancing since early March (2020) and several Brazilian states declared quarantine period. The quarantine, in turn, has been associated with unhealthy behaviors, such as physical inactivity, sedentary behavior and poor dietary habits. However, quarantines tend to affect population equally. People with mental disorders, who were already at risk for the development of unhealthy behaviors before the pandemic, can be more affected by the pandemic period compared to the general population.

In this sense, it is also noted that people with mental disorders and illness are at higher risk to increase psychological distress and its complications during quarantine periods. Therefore, we aimed to analyze the association between previously diagnosed lifetime depression and changes in physical activity, TV-viewing, consumption of fruits and vegetables as well as frequency of ultra-processed food consumption.

Methods

Sample

The "Brazilian behavioral research during the COVID-19 pandemic" was a national cross-sectional health survey, with retrospective information. Data collection was conducted between April 24th and May 24th, 2020. The invitation of participants was through a chain sampling procedure. In the first stage, the 15 researchers involved in the study chose a total of 200 other researchers from different states in Brazil. Also, each researcher in the study chose 20 people from their social network, making a total of 4,000 people chosen. The people chosen in the first stage were called as influencers. These sent the survey link to at least 12 people from their social networks, obeying a stratification by sex, age range (18-39; 40-59; 60+) and education level (incomplete high school or less; education complete medium or more). In addition, information about the study was disseminated through press releases, social communications from participating research institutions, state health departments, and social media. All procedures were approved by the Comissão Nacional de Ética em Pesquisa (Conep). The initial sample was composed of 45,160 participants. Due to missing data, the final sample was composed of 41,923 adults (6,881 with depression and 35,042 without depression). The sample was weighted according to characteristics from the National Household Sample Survey (2019), considering the population in each state, education, age, sex, and prevalence of chronic diseases, aiming to let the sample nationally representative.

Previous diagnosis of depression

Previous diagnosis of depression was assessed through a question regarding the lifetime diagnosis of depression by a physician. The response options were either yes or no.

Physical activity incidence

Physical activity was estimated asking about the frequency and duration of leisure-time physical activities before and during the quarantine period and classified using the cut-off point of 150 min/week. For the analyzes purposes (incidence), we only classified those without physical inactivity before the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine.

TV-viewing incidence

TV-viewing was assessed asking about time watching TV before and during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine, with a cut-off point of 4 h/day. For the analyzes purposes (incidence), we only classified those without elevated TV-viewing before the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine.

Low fruit or vegetables and elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption

Ultra-processed food and fruit and vegetable consumption were assessed asking about the frequency of eating fruits, vegetables, sugary foods, snacks, ready-to-eat frozen foods and embedded foods before and during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine. We classified as risk behavior those reporting less than 5 days per week eating fruits or vegetables as well as eating five or more days per week at least one ultra-processed food (sugary foods, snacks, ready-to-eat frozen foods and embedded foods), which were classified according the NOVA classification. For the analyzes
purposes (incidence), we only classified those without elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption before the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine for ultra-processed food analysis and those without low frequency of fruit and vegetable consumption before the quarantine for fruit and vegetable analysis.

Covariates

We used sex, age group, highest academic achievement, working status during the pandemic, skin color, alcohol use, tobacco smoking, diagnoses of COVID-19 on a close friend, co-worker or relative and adherence to the quarantine as covariates. The highest academic achievement was classified as no academic achievement or elementary school, high school and higher education or more. Working status during the quarantine was classified as currently not working, working on a normal routine and home office. Skin color was classified as white or other. Diagnoses of COVID-19 on a close friend, co-worker or relative was assessed through the question through a binary question. The adherence to the quarantine was assessed and we classified as positive for quarantine adherence those reporting that I stayed at home just going shopping at the supermarket or stayed strictly at home, leaving only for health care needs.

Statistics

Characteristics of the sample were described using frequencies and 95% confidence intervals. Non-crossed 95% confidence intervals were used were used to compare participants with and without previous diagnosis of depression. We used incidence of physical inactivity, high TV-viewing, low consumption of fruits or vegetables and elevated ultra-processed food as outcomes (only considering those who did not report the risk behavior before the quarantine). Therefore, we created crude and adjusted logistic regression models to analyze the association between previous diagnoses of depression and incidence of lifestyle risky behaviors during the COVID-19 quarantine. The analyzes were weighted according to characteristics from the National Household Sample Survey (2019), which make our findings nationally representative of Brazilian adults. All analyses were conducted using the software Stata 15.1.

Results

Characteristics of the sample in people with and without previous diagnosis of depression are presented on Table 1. The women presented a higher prevalence of previous diagnosis of depression. Also, people with previous diagnosis of depression presented higher prevalence of physical inactivity, low fruit and vegetables ingestion and elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption. Both the general population (without depression) and people with depression, respectively, presented a considerable incidence of physical inactivity [70.1% (95%CI: 67.4 to 72.8) vs 76.3% (95%CI: 70.3 to 81.5)], high TV-viewing [31.2% (95%CI: 29.6 to 32.8) vs 33.9% (95%CI: 30.5 to 37.4)], low frequency of fruit or vegetable consumption [28.3% (95%CI: 25.8 to 31.0) vs 31.5% (95%CI: 26.1 to 37.5)] and elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption [9.7% (95%CI: 8.9 to 10.7) vs 15.2% (95%CI: 13.0 to 17.7)].

Table 2 shows the association between previous diagnoses of depression and incidence lifestyle behaviors change during the COVID-19 quarantine. Adjusted analyzes revealed that people with depression were 49% more likely to elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption incidence [OR: 1.49 (95%CI: 1.21 to 1.83)], when compared with people without depression. However, incidence of physical inactivity, high TV-viewing and low frequency of fruit or vegetable consumption were not different among people with depression, comparing with the general population.

Discussion

We investigated whether people with previous diagnosis of depression presented higher incidence of unhealthy health behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine in Brazilian adults. Our main findings were that both adults with and without depression presented considerable incidence of unhealthy behaviors. However, participants with previous diagnosis of depression were more likely to present incidence of elevated frequency of ultra-processed food consumption.

Women presented a higher prevalence of previous diagnosis of depression, which is consistent with previous national studies, such as the Brazilian National Health Survey. Also, our findings were in line with previous findings of reductions in health behaviors during the quarantine in oth-
er countries2-4, but the adoption of unhealthy diet behaviors can be even higher among people with depression. This higher odds for the adoption of unhealthy diet can be due to the higher psychological suffering due to the COVID-19 quarantine8 as well as higher vulnerability7,13.

Previous studies found that people with depression present excessive energy intake, higher sugar...
and fat consumption when compared to healthy individuals\textsuperscript{14}. Also, people with depression are more prone to consume sugary foods\textsuperscript{14-18}. Considering the COVID-19 context and the higher vulnerability of people with mental disorders for psychological distress, a possible explanation can be through the association between higher perceived stress and food choices, in which people with higher stress tend to increase the consumption of sugary foods\textsuperscript{19,20}. The similar increases in the low consumption of fruits or vegetables among participants with and without a previous diagnosis of depression reflect the already low prevalence of recommended consumption of fruit and vegetables before the pandemic\textsuperscript{18}. A previous study also found that the consumption of fruits and vegetables was not associated with elevated depressive symptoms using the Brazilian National Health Survey\textsuperscript{18}.

Contrary to our initial hypotheses that people with previous diagnosis of depression would present higher rates of physical inactivity and high TV-viewing incidence during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine, we found that the incidence of both indicators was similar among participants with and without depression. We highlight that even with a similar incidence, people with previous diagnosis of depression presented higher physical inactivity before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, what is in line with previous studies\textsuperscript{6,21}. In this sense, we emphasize the need for policies to stimulate physical activity and reductions in sedentary behaviors aiming to protect physical and mental health in both participants with and without depression. Some limitations should be considered for the interpretations of our analyzes. Firstly, due to the web-based design, the present research had a low representativity of people with low socioeconomic conditions (without access to internet or electronic devices). The low participation of people with a low socioeconomic level can interfere in the representativeness of the sample even after adjusting for sample weights, taking into account a smaller group of participants representing proportionally more people from the general population. This representativeness bias (even if partly corrected by the sampling weights), can potentially be a problem taking into account that people of lower socioeconomic level had greater depressive symptoms and higher risk behaviors in the last Brazilian National Health Survey (2013)\textsuperscript{12,21}. Second, the recall bias should be considered for questionnaires and retrospective design. Third, the questionnaire only included if the participant had a lifetime diagnosis of depression, but the age at the diagnosis was not assessed. On the other hand, we presented data of more than 41,000 Brazilian adults (including 6,881 with previous diagnosis of depression), weighted for a nationally representativity, on health behaviors change during the quarantine due to the COVID-19 pandemic and we consider this as a strength.

To our knowledge, this was the first study that assessed the association between previous diagnoses of depression on changes of health behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine. We conclude that participants with previous diagnosis of depression were at risk for incidence of unhealthy diet behaviors. Our study highlights the need for policies focusing on people with depression during the COVID-19 pandemic quarantine.
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